
Lesson 5
Trigonometry : Year 9

5.1  Exercise

Question 1

z

83.3 m

54°

          Find the length marked z.

Start

Label the triangle's
sides

Identify 'no interest'

Write down

SOH  CAH  TOA

Draw the relevant
formula triangle

to write out the

Calculate the side
or angle requested

Stop

hyp, opp     adj

the word

side & cross it out in
SOH  CAH  TOA

Use formula triangle

&

formula you will use



Question 2

w

55.3 m

69°

          Find the length marked w.

Start

Label the triangle's
sides

Identify 'no interest'

Write down

SOH  CAH  TOA

Draw the relevant
formula triangle

to write out the

Calculate the side
or angle requested

Stop

hyp, opp     adj

the word

side & cross it out in
SOH  CAH  TOA

Use formula triangle

&

formula you will use



Question 3

x

34.1 cm

78°

          Find the length marked x.

Start

Label the triangle's
sides

Identify 'no interest'

Write down

SOH  CAH  TOA

Draw the relevant
formula triangle

to write out the

Calculate the side
or angle requested

Stop

hyp, opp     adj

the word

side & cross it out in
SOH  CAH  TOA

Use formula triangle

&

formula you will use



Question 4

k

8.47 cm

29°

          Find the length marked k.

Start

Label the triangle's
sides

Identify 'no interest'

Write down

SOH  CAH  TOA

Draw the relevant
formula triangle

to write out the

Calculate the side
or angle requested

Stop

hyp, opp     adj

the word

side & cross it out in
SOH  CAH  TOA

Use formula triangle

&

formula you will use



Question 5

50.2 cm

G°

38.3 cm

          Find the angle marked G.

Start

Label the triangle's
sides

Identify 'no interest'

Write down

SOH  CAH  TOA

Draw the relevant
formula triangle

to write out the

Calculate the side
or angle requested

Stop

hyp, opp     adj

the word

side & cross it out in
SOH  CAH  TOA

Use formula triangle

&

formula you will use



Question 6

f

15.6 m

22°

Find the length marked f.



Question 7

h
42.3 m

33°

31.9 m

D°

( i ) Find the length marked h.

( ii ) Find the angle marked D.



Question 8
GCSE, June 2010, paper 3H, Q7

x

6.8 cm

41°
cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

[ 3 marks ]
Question 9
GCSE, May 2008, paper 3H, Q6

3 cm

x°

8 cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer to 1 decimal place.

[ 3 marks ]



Question 10

cm

53.7°

8.4 cm Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

x

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer to 3 significant figures.
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